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ON THE NEWTON POLYGONS OF ABELIAN VARIETIES OF
MUMFORD’S TYPE
MAO SHENG AND KANG ZUO
Abstract. Let A be an abelian variety of Mumford’s type. This paper de-
termines all possible Newton polygons of A in char p. This work generalizes a
result of R. Noot in [7]-[8].
1. Introduction
In [5] D. Mumford constructs families of abelian varieties over smooth projective
arithmetic quotients of the upper half plane, whose general fiber has only Z as its
endomorphism ring. This is the first example of Shimura families of Hodge type.
Roughly speaking, a Shimura family of Hodge type is characterized by the Hodge
classes on the tensor products of the weight one Q-polarized Hodge structure of
an abelian variety and its dual. When they are generated by (1, 1)-classes, it is
called a Shimura curve of PEL type: By the Lefschetz (1, 1) theorem, they are
classes of algebraic cycles. Since the Hodge conjecture or its alike has not been
settled in general, it is often the case that a result can be established relatively
easily for the PEL type than for the Hodge type.
In a series of papers [6],[7],[8] R. Noot studies the Galois representations associ-
ated to an abelian variety over a number field which appears as a closed fiber of
a Mumford’s family, and he obtains various results about such an abelian variety,
notably potentially good reduction, classification and existence of isogeny types
and Newton polygons. Some of the arguments in loc. cit. work also in a general
setting.
From a completely different direction, E. Viehweg and the second named author
characterize those families of abelian varieties which reach the Arakelov bound
(cf. [11]), and it turns out that under a natural assumption one can classify them
up to isogeny and finite e´tale base change. The results are closely related with
Mumford’s families and we restate them here as follows:
Theorem 1.1 (Viehweg-Zuo, Theorem 0.2, Theorem 0.5, [11]). Let f : X → Y be
a semi-stable family of g-dimensional abelian varieties, smooth over U := Y −S.
Assume that there is no unitary local subsystem in R1f∗Cf−1U . Then if f reaches
the Arakelov bound, namely the following Arakelov inequality
2. deg(f∗ΩX|Y (log f−1(S))) ≤ g · deg(Ω1Y (log S))
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becomes equality, then after a possible finite e´tale base change, f is isogenous to
Case 1: the g-fold self product of a universal semi-stable family of elliptic curves
over a modular curve if S 6= ∅,
Case 2: the self product of a Shimura family of Mumford type if S = ∅.
The latter case generalizes the example of Mumford in a natural way. The con-
struction in loc. cit. will be briefly recalled (see §1 for more details): Let F be
a totally real field of degree d ≥ 1 and D a quaternion division algebra over F ,
which is split only at one real place of F . The corestriction CorF |QD is isomor-
phic to M2d(Q(
√
b)) for a rational number b. Depending on whether b is a square
or not, one is able to construct Shimura families of Hodge type with the fiber
dimension 2d+ǫ(D)−1. The cases d = 1, 2 give rise to Shimura families of PEL
type, and the case d = 3 is just the example of Mumford.
By the theory of canonical models of Shimura varieties, these families are defined
naturally over certain number fields. By abuse of notation, we call a Q¯-closed
fiber of such a Shimura family an abelian variety of Mumford’s type. The purpose
of the paper is to study the p-adic Galois representation of an abelian variety of
Mumford’s type. That is, we intend to study the p-adic Hodge structure of such
an abelian variety using the p-adic Hodge theory of Fontaine and his school.
Certainly there will be some overlaps of our approach with what Noot has done
in his study on Mumford’s example (see particularly §3 [7], §2 [8]). However we
shall emphasize that the relation between two dimensional potentially crystalline
Qpr -representations and p-adic Hodge structures of abelian varieties of Mumford’s
type is essentially new. A first study of this relation gives us the classification
of Newton polygons of good reductions of abelian varieties of Mumford’s type.
To make the result complete, we also include the existence of possible Newton
polygons, which is based on Noot §3-5 [8].
Theorem 1.2. Let F be a totally real field of degree d ≥ 1 and D a quaternion
division algebra over F , which is split only at one real place of F . Let A be
an abelian variety of Mumford’s type associated to D, which is defined over a
number field K ⊃ F . Let p be a rational prime number satisfying Assumption 2.2
and pK a prime of K over p. Assume that A has the good reduction Ak at pK .
Put p = pK ∩ OF and r = [Fp : Qp]. Then the Newton polygon of Ak is either
{2d+ǫ(D) × 1
2
} (i.e. supersingular) or
{2d−r+ǫ(D) × 0, · · · , 2d−r+ǫ(D) ·
(
r
i
)
× i
r
, · · · , 2d−r+ǫ(D) × 1}.
Here ǫ(D) is equal to 0 or 1 depending only on D (see §1 for the definition).
Furthermore each possible Newton polygon does occur for an abelian variety of
Mumford’s type associated to D.
The above result confirms the conjecture on the Newton stratification of a Shimura
curve of Hodge type made in [9] partially.
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2. Abelian varieties of Mumford’s type and tensor decomposition
of Galois representations
Let us start with the following
Lemma 2.1 (Lemma 5.7 (a) [11]). Let F be a totally real field of degree d and
D be a quaternion division algebra over F , which is split at a unique real place
of F . Let CorF |Q(D) be the corestriction of D to Q. Then
(i) CorF |Q(D) ∼= M2d(Q) and d is odd, or
(ii) CorF |Q(D) ≇M2d(Q). Then
CorF |Q(D) ∼= M2d(Q(
√
b)),
where Q(
√
b) is a(n) real (resp. imaginary) quadratic field extension of Q
if d is odd (resp. even).
For a given D, an isomorphism in the above lemma will be fixed once for all.
Clearly we can write either case CorF |Q(D) ∼= M2d(Q(
√
b)) for a rational number
b ∈ Q. If we require b to be square free, then b is uniquely determined by D. We
define a function ǫ(D) which takes the value 0 when b = 1 and 1 otherwise. For
case (ii) we shall also further choose an embedding M2d(Q(
√
b)) →֒ M2d+1(Q). So
we shall fix an embedding CorF |Q(D) →֒ M2d+ǫ(D)(Q) in either case.
Let ¯ be the standard involution of D. One defines a Q-simple group
G˜′ := {x ∈ D| xx¯ = 1},
and G˜ := Gm,Q× G˜′. Recall that there is a natural morphism of Q-groups (cf. §4
[5])
Nm : D∗ → CorF |Q(D)∗ →֒ GL2d+ǫ(D)(Q).
One defines a reductive Q-group G to be the image of the morphism G˜ →
GL2d+ǫ(D)(Q), that is the product of the natural morphism Gm,Q → GL2d+ǫ(D)(Q)
and Nm|G˜′ . The image of G˜′ in G is denoted by G′. The resulting natural
morphism
N : G˜ = Gm,Q × G˜′ → G
is a central isogeny. The set of real places of F is denoted by {τi}1≤i≤d, and we
assume that D is split over τ := τ1. Then one has an isomorphism of real groups:
G˜′(R) ≃ SL2(R)× SU(2)×d−1.
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One defines
u0 : S
1 → G˜′(R), eiθ 7→
(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
)
× id×d−1,
and h˜0 = id× u0 : R∗ × S1 → G˜(R) descends to a morphism of real groups:
h0 : S→ GR.
Let X be the G(R)-conjugacy class of h0, and one verifies that (G,X) gives the
Shimura datum of a Shimura curve. Let WQ = Q(
√
b)2
d
with the natural action
of G′. It is easy to verify that there exists a unique Q(
√
b)-valued symplectic
form ω on WQ up to scalar invariant under G
′-action. One defines a Q-valued
symplectic form ψ = TrQ(
√
b)|Qω on WQ and (GSp(WQ, ψ), X(ψ)) be the Siegel
modular variety. Then there is a natural embedding G →֒ GSp(WQ, ψ) which
carries X into X(ψ): This realizes (G,X) as a Shimura curve of Hodge type. Let
C ⊂ G(Af) be a compact open subgroup and one defines the Shimura curve as
the double coset
ShC(G,X) := G(Q)\X ×G(Af)/C,
where
q(x, a)b = (qx, qab), q ∈ G(Q), x ∈ X, a ∈ G(Af), b ∈ C.
The theory of canonical model says that ShC(G,X) is naturally defined over its
reflex field τ(F ) ⊂ C. By choosing C small enough, there exists a universal family
of abelian varieties XC → ShC(G,X) which is also defined over τ(F ). A Shimura
family of Mumford type in Theorem 1.1 is a geometrically connected component
of such a universal family (different components are isomorphic to each other
over Q¯). We call a Q¯-closed fiber of such a Shimura family an abelian variety of
Mumford’s type.
We take the following assumption on the prime number p:
Assumption 2.2. Let p be a rational prime which does not divide the discrimi-
nants of F and D.
we have then
pOF =
n∏
i=1
pi.
Let Q¯ be the algebraic closure of Q in C. By choosing an embedding Q¯ → Q¯p,
one gets an identification
HomQ(F, Q¯) = HomQ(F, Q¯p) =
n∐
i=1
HomQp(Fpi , Q¯p).
In the rest of the paper such an embedding will be fixed. By a possible re-
arrangement of indices, we can assume that τ ∈ HomQp(Fp1 , Q¯p) under the above
identification. By the above assumption one has an isomorphism
D ⊗F Fp1 ≃M2(Fp1).
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Such an isomorphism will be also fixed. Put r = [Fp1 : Qp].
Let A be an abelian variety of Mumford’s type defined over a number field K.
Let ρ : GalK → GL(H1et(A¯,Qp)) be the associated Galois representation. For
simplicity we write HQp for H
1
et(A¯,Qp). The aim of this section is to show the
following tensor decomposition:
Proposition 2.3. Restricted to an open subgroup GalK ′ ⊂ GalK, (ρ,HQp) has a
natural tensor decomposition:
HQp ≃ (VQp ⊗ UQp)⊕2
ǫ(D)
,
together with a further tensor decomposition of VQp:
VQp ⊗Qp Qpr ≃ V1 ⊗Qpr V1,σ ⊗Qpr · · · ⊗Qpr V1,σr−1 ,
where for 0 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, V1,σi is the σi-conjugate of the two dimensional Qpr-
representation V1.
Proof. Let HQ = H
1
B(A(C),Q) be the singular cohomology, and GA ⊂ GL(HQ)
be the Mumford-Tate group of A (strictly speaking it is the projection of the
Mumford-Tate group of A to the first factor of GL(HQ) × Gm,Q cf. §3, [2]).
By construction of the Shimura curve ShC(G,X), under a natural identification
HQ = WQ the Mumford-Tate group GA is a subgroup of ξ : G →֒ GL(WQ). By
Proposition 2.9 (b) in loc. cit., there is a finite field extension K ⊂ K ′ ⊂ Q¯ such
that the representation
ρ|GalK′ : GalK ′ → GL(HQp) = GL(WQp)
factors through
ξQp : G(Qp) →֒ GL(WQp).
In the following we examine the morphism ξQp closely. One has a short exact
sequence of Q-groups:
1→ G′ → G→ Gm → 1.
In order to show the tensor decomposition it suffices to consider the restriction of ξ
to the subgroup G′ and its base change to Qp. Recall that CorF |Q(D) is defined as
the GalQ-invariants of the Q¯-algebra ⊗di=1Dτi where Dτi = D⊗F (Q¯, τi). Since Dτi
is split, it acts on Hi = Dτi ·
(
1 0
0 0
)
by the left multiplication. It is isomorphic
to the standard representation of M2(Q¯) on Q¯
2. Then as CorF |Q(D)⊗ Q¯-modules
one has a natural tensor decomposition
WQ ⊗ Q¯ = (⊗di=1Hi)⊕2
ǫ(D)
.
The decomposition group Dp ⊂ GalQ, defined by the chosen embedding Q¯ →֒ Q¯p,
is isomorphic to the local Galois group GalQp. It acts on the set {τi}1≤i≤d and by
Assumption 2.2 it decomposes into n orbits according to the prime decomposition.
WLOG we can write {τ = τ1, · · · , τr} for the orbit containing τ . Put then
VQ¯p = ⊗ri=1(Hi ⊗Q¯ Q¯p) and UQ¯p = ⊗di=r+1(Hi ⊗Q¯ Q¯p). Thus one has a natural
tensor decomposition
WQ ⊗ Q¯p = (VQ¯p ⊗ UQ¯p)⊕2
ǫ(D)
.
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Taking the GalQp-invariants, one obtains a tensor decomposition as CorF |Q(D)⊗
Qp-modules
WQp = (VQp ⊗ UQp)⊕2
ǫ(D)
.
Since the action of G′(Qp) onWQp via ξQp factors through that of CorF |Q(D)⊗Qp,
the above decomposition is also a tensor decomposition for the GalK ′ action. To
proceed further, we consider the base change of
Nm : D∗ → CorF |Q(D)∗, d 7→ (d⊗ 1)⊗ · · · ⊗ (d⊗ 1).
to Qp. Let Fi be the completion of F at the prime pi. Then one has a natural
isomorphism Nm⊗Qp =
∏n
i=1Nmi with
Nmi : (D ⊗F Fi)∗ → CorFi|Qp(D ⊗F Fi)∗.
By Assumption 2.2, F1 ≃ Qpr and D⊗F F1 ≃M2(Qpr). It is clear that the action
of GalQp on
CorF1|Qp(D⊗F F1)⊗Qp Q¯p ≃ [M2(Qpr)⊗Qpr (Q¯p, τ1)]⊗· · ·⊗ [M2(Qpr)⊗Qpr (Q¯p, τr)]
factors through
GalQp ։ GalQpr |Qp = 〈σ〉.
Thus it descends to the tensor decomposition
CorF1|Qp(D ⊗F F1)⊗Qp F1 = ⊗r−1i=0 [M2(F1)⊗F1 (F1, σi)] = ⊗r−1i=0M2(F σ
i
1 ).
This gives us the further tensor decomposition of VQp. 
3. Two dimensional potentially crystalline Qpr-representations
A large portion of this section is expository and it is based on §7.3 [3]. First
we recall several standard notions in the theory of p-adic representations (see for
example [3]). Let E be a finite field extension of Qp and V a p-adic representation
of GalE . Let B be one of the period rings BHT , BdR, Bcrys, Bst introduced by
Fontaine.
Definition 3.1. A representation V is called B-admissible if the tensor repre-
sentation V ⊗ B of GalE is trivial, namely there exists a B-basis of V ⊗ B on
which GalE acts trivially.
Let DB(V ) = (V ⊗B)GalE which is naturally a BGalE -vector space. A nice prop-
erty is that one has always dimBGalE DB(V ) ≤ dimQp V , and the equality holds
iff V is B-admissible (See Theorem 2.13 in [3]). In each of three cases, one calls
V respectively Hodge-Tate, de Rham, crystalline and semi-stable (or log crys-
talline) when V is BHT (resp. BdR, Bcrys, Bst)-admissible. Furthermore, if the
B-admissibility of V holds only for an open subgroup of GalE, then one calls V
potentially B-admissible.
The following simple lemma precedes a further discussion.
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Lemma 3.2. Let V be a B-admissible representation of GalE and E
′ ⊂ Q¯p a
finite field extension of E. Regarded as GalE′-representation via restriction, V is
then still B-admissible. Moreover for a crystalline representation V , one has the
equality of filtered φ-modules:
(Dcrys,E(V ), φ, F il) = (Dcrys,E′(V )⊗E′0 E0, φ⊗ σ, F il).
Proof. By Dcrys,E = D
Gal(E′|E)
crys,E′ and the injectivity of the map
α : D
Gal(E′|E)
crys,E′ ⊗E′0 E0 → Dcrys,E,
one finds that V is crystalline as GalE′-representation and α is an isomorphism.

Let r ∈ N. We recall the original definition of Qpr -representation in §7.3 [3].
Definition 3.3. A Qpr -representation of GalE is a finite dimensional Qpr -vector
space V equipped with a continuous action
GalE × V → V
satisfying
g(v1 + v2) = g(v1) + g(v2), g(λv) = g(λ)g(v)
where g ∈ GalE, and λ ∈ Qpr , v, v1, v2 ∈ V
Note after choosing a Qpr -basis of V , one gets a map
f : GalE → GLn(Qpr).
However the map f is generally not a group homomorphism. Rather it gives an
element in
Z1cts(GalE,GLn(Qpr)) = {f(g1g2) = f(g1)g1(f(g2)), f continuous},
where GalE acts on GLn(Qpr) by acting on the entries. Its isomorphism class
is an element in the non-abelian group cohomology H1cts(GalE ,GLn(Qpr)). Note
that the action of GalE on Qpr factors through the quotient GalkE =< φ
f
E >
where kE is the residue field of E and fE = [kE : Fp] is the residue degree of E.
This implies that the image of GalE on Gal(Qpr |Qp) is generated by σfE mod r.
Thus one finds that the action of GalE on Qpr is trivial iff fE is a multiple of r,
or equivalently E contains Qpr . This fact will simplify our consideration. The
following lemma follows also easily from the discussion.
Lemma 3.4. Let (V, ρ) be a Qp-representation of GalE. Let r ∈ N such that
Qpr ⊂ E. Then (V, ρ) is a Qpr-representation iff there is an injection of Qp-
algebras Qpr →֒ Endg(V ), where g is the Lie algebra of the p-adic Lie group
ρ(GalE) ⊂ GL(V ).
Definition 3.5. AQpr -representation V is calledB-admissible if it isB-admissible
as Qp-representation.
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For a Qpr -representation V and each 0 ≤ m ≤ r − 1, one puts
Vσm := Qpr ⊗σm,Qpr V,
together with tensor product of GalE-action. The notation ⊗σm signifies the
equalities of two tensors:
λ(µ⊗ x) = λµ⊗ x, λ⊗ µx = λµσm ⊗ x.
Lemma 3.6. Let f : GalE → GLn(Qpr) be an element in Z1cts(GalE ,GLn(Qpr))
corresponding to V . Then the map fσ
m
, which is defined by
g 7→ (f(g))σm,
is again an element in Z1cts(GalE ,GLn(Qpr)), and in fact it corresponds to Vσm.
Proof. Let e1, · · · , en be a basis of V . e˜i := 1⊗ ei basis of Vσm . g(e) = f(g)e. So
g(e˜) = 1⊗ g(e) = 1⊗ f(g)e = ((f(g))σm1)⊗ e = fσm(g)e˜.

Lemma 3.7. For each m, Vσm is isomorphic to V as Qp-representation. In
particular, V is B-admissible iff Vσm is B-admissible.
Proof. One verifies that the map
V → Vσm , v 7→ 1⊗ v
is Qp-linear isomorphism and GalE-equivariant. 
However they are not isomorphic as Qpr -representations as we will see. For that
one studies the invariants {D(m)crys,r(V )}0≤m≤r−1 introduced for aQpr -representation
V .
Definition 3.8. Let V be a Qpr -representation. For each 0 ≤ m ≤ r − 1, one
defines
D
(m)
B,r (V ) := (B ⊗σm,Qpr V )GalE .
The following trivial lemma underlies the natural direct sum decomposition for
a Qpr-representation V :
Lemma 3.9. One has a natural isomorphism of GalE-representations:
Qpr ⊗Qp V ≃ ⊕r−1m=1Qpr ⊗σm,Qpr V
Proof. One defines the map
a⊗ v 7→ (av, · · · , aσmv, · · · , aσr−1v) := f(a⊗ v).
It is injective and Qpr -linear and hence bijective. One also checks that f(ga ⊗
gv) = g(f(a⊗ v)) which follows from the trivial fact that GalE acts on Qpr via a
power of σ as discussed above. 
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From the lemma one has for example the natural decomposition:
Bcrys⊗QpV ≃ (Bcrys⊗QprQpr)⊗QpV ≃ Bcrys⊗Qpr (Qpr⊗QpV ) ≃ ⊕r−1m=0Bcrys⊗σm,QprV.
This implies that one has the decomposition of E0-vector spaces:
Dcrys(V ) = ⊕r−1m=0D(m)crys,r(V ).
Certainly we shall discuss the relation of this decomposition to the σ-linear map
φ and the filtration Fil on DdR(V ) = Dcrys(V )⊗E0 E.
Lemma 3.10. The map φ permutes the direct factors D
(m)
crys,r(V ) cyclically. Con-
sequently, one has the decomposition of φr-modules:
(Dcrys,r(V ), φ
r) = ⊕r−1m=0(D(m)crys,r(V ), φr|D(m)crys,r(V )).
Moreover, each φr-submodule (D
(m)
crys,r(V ), φr) has the same Newton slopes.
Proof. Let d = b⊗σm v ∈ D(m), from the formula
φ(d) = φ(b)⊗σm+1 mod r v,
we see that φ(d) ∈ D(m+1 mod r). Since φ is bijective (so is φr which maps the
summand D(m) to itself) and σ-linear (which can be viewed as linear map between
two different vector spaces), the map
φ : D(m)crys,r(V )→ D(m+1 mod r)crys,r (V )
is bijective and σ-linear isomorphism.
If (fE , r) = l, then one can write afE = l+br with a, b ∈ N. Thus φafE is actually
linear and induces an isomorphism D
(m)
crys,r(V ) ≃ D(m+l mod r)crys,r (V ) of φr-modules.
In particular, if fE and r is coprime, then each direct factor (D
(m)
crys,r(V ), φr) is
isomorphic to each other. Thus we can choose a finite extension E ′ of E such
that (fE′, r) = 1, and the equality of Newton slopes of each factor follows from
Lemma 3.2. 
From the lemma it is also clear that V is crystalline iff dimE0 D
(m)
crys,r(V ) =
dimQpr V for either m holds. There is a natural way to construct a φ-module
from a φr-module. One starts with a φr-module (△, ψ) over E0 and considers
D(△, ψ) = Qp[t]⊗Qp[tr ] △,
where △ as Qp[tr]-module is given by tr(x) := ψ(x).
Lemma 3.11. D(△, ψ) is naturally a φ-module over E0. Moreover, D(D(m)crys,r(V ), φr)
is isomorphic to (Dcrys(V ), φ).
Proof. We define a σ-linear map φ on D(△, ψ) such that φr|△ = ψ. For y =
f(t)⊗ λx ∈ D(△, ψ), one defines φ(y) = tf(t)⊗ λσx. The formula
φr(1⊗ x) = tr ⊗ x = 1⊗ tr(x) = 1⊗ ψ(x)
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shows the requirement. To show the isomorphism in the statement, it suffices to
show for m = 0. As E0-vector space, D(D
(0)
crys,r(V ), φr) has a natural decomposi-
tion
Qp[t]⊗Qp[tr] D(0)crys,r(V ) = D(0)crys,r(V )⊕ · · · ⊕ tr−1D(0)crys,r(V ),
so that if e = {e1, · · · , en} is an E0-basis of D(0)crys,r(V ), then tme is an E0-basis of
tmD
(0)
crys,r(V ) for 0 ≤ m ≤ r − 1. Note that φme is an E0-basis of D(m)crys,r(V ). We
defines an isomorphism of E0-vector spaces
f : Qp[t]⊗Qp[tr] D(0)crys,r(V )→ Dcrys(V )
by sending tmei to φ
mei for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then one verifies that f is indeed an iso-
morphism of φ-modules by using the definition of the map φ on D(D
(0)
crys,r(V ), φr)
and the fact that φr|
D
(0)
crys,r(V )
is the original φr-module structure onD
(0)
crys,r(V ). 
This lemma means that, as far as the φ-module structure on Dcrys(V ) is con-
cerned, one suffices to study the φr-submodule D
(m)
crys,r(V ). Now we consider the
filtration on DdR(V ). Again from Lemma 3.9, we know that (DdR(V ), F il) is the
direct sum of filtered submodules. Let
D
(m)
dR,r(V ) := (BdR ⊗σm,Qpr V )GalE ,
and the induced filtration Filim := Fil
i ∩D(m)dR,r(V ) on D(m)dR,r(V ). Then one has
(DdR(V ), F il) = ⊕r−1m=0(D(m)dR,r(V ), F ilm).
However we must warn that the Hodge slopes of individual factors (namely the
Hodge slopes defined by Film) can be different.
Proposition 3.12. Let V be a crystalline Qpr-representation. For each 0 ≤ m ≤
r − 1, one has
(D(m)crys,r(V ), φ
r, F ilm) = (D
(0)
crys,r(Vσm), φ
r, F il0)
as filtered φr-modules.
Proof. By Lemma 3.7, Dcrys(V ) is isomorphic toDcrys(Vσm) as filtered φ-modules.
Now since
D(0)crys,r(Vσm) = (Bcrys⊗Qpr (Qpr⊗σm,QprV ))GalE = (Bcrys⊗σm,QprV )GalE = D(m)crys,r(V ),
the equality of the statement follows directly from the previous discussions. 
Lemma 3.13. Let V1 and V2 be two Qpr-representations. One has a natural
decomposition:
V1 ⊗Qp V2 ≃ ⊕r−1m=0V1 ⊗σm,Qpr V2.
In particular, V1 ⊗Qpr V2 is a direct factor of V1 ⊗Qp V2.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.9. 
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Theorem 3.14. Let V1 be a crystalline Qpr-representation and V a Qp-representation
such that
V ⊗Qp Qpr ≃ V1 ⊗Qpr V1,σ ⊗Qpr · · · ⊗Qpr V1,σr−1 .
Then one has the equality of filtered φr-modules:
(Dcrys(V ), F il, φ
r) = ⊗r−1m=0(D(m)crys,r(V1), F ilm, φr).
If Qpr ⊂ E, then the above equality is even an equality of filtered φ-module.
Proof. Put V˜ = V ⊗Qp Qpr . One has
D(0)crys,r(V˜ ) = (Bcrys ⊗Qpr (Qpr ⊗Qp V ))GalE = (Bcrys ⊗Qp V )GalE = Dcrys(V ).
On the other hand, the tensor decomposition of V˜ implies that
D(0)crys,r(V˜ ) = ⊗r−1m=0D(0)crys,r(V1,σm),
andD
(0)
crys,r(V1,σm) is equal toD
(m)
crys,r(V1) by Proposition 3.12 as filtered φ
r-modules.
Because of Lemma 3.10, ⊗r−1m=0D(m)crys,r(V1) is naturally a φ-module (with the map
φ induced from the φ-structure on Dcrys(V1)). Now if Qpr ⊂ E, then V˜ = V ⊕r as
GalE-modules. By Lemma 3.13, one sees that V is a direct factor of
V1 ⊗Qp V1,σ ⊗Qp · · · ⊗Qp V1,σr−1 = V ⊗r1 .
Therefore, Dcrys(V ) is a direct factor of Dcrys(V
⊗r
1 ) = Dcrys(V1)
⊗r as filtered
φ-module. In particular, the φ-module structure on Dcrys(V ) coincides with
the restricted one from Dcrys(V )
⊗r. Write Dcrys(V1) = ⊕r−1m=0D(m)crys,r(V1). One
sees immediately that (⊗r−1m=0D(m)crys,r(V1), φ) is a direct (filtered) φ-submodule of
Dcrys(V1)
⊗r. This concludes the proof. 
Now we consider the case that V is polarisable and of Hodge-Tate weights 0, 1.
Here V is polarisable means that there is a perfect GalE-pairing V ⊗V → Qp(−1).
This condition implies that if λ is a Newton (resp. Hodge) slopes of V , then 1−λ
is also a Newton (resp. Hodge) slopes of V with the same multiplicity.
Theorem 3.15. Let V be a polarisable crystalline representation with Hodge-
Tate weights 0, 1. If there exists a two dimensional crystalline Qpr-representation
V1 such that
V ⊗Qp Qpr ≃ V1 ⊗Qpr V1,σ ⊗Qpr · · · ⊗Qpr V1,σr−1
holds, then it holds that
(i) the Hodge slopes of V1 is {2r − 1× 0, 1× 1},
(ii) the Newton slopes of V1 is either {2r × 12r} or {r × 0, r × 1r}.
Consequently, there are only two possible Newton slopes for V : {2r × 1
2
} or {1×
0, · · · , (r
i
)× i
r
, · · · , 1× 1}.
Proof. Since the Hodge slopes of V is {n × 0, n × 1}, by Theorem 3.14, there
exists a unique factor D
(i)
crys,r(V1) with two distinct Hodge slopes {0, 1} and the
other factors have all Hodge slopes zero. WLOG one can assume that D
(0)
crys,r(V1)
has Hodge slopes {1 × 0, 1 × 1} (and any other factor {2 × 0}). Summing up
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the Hodge slopes of all factors, one obtains the Hodge polygon of Dcrys(V1) as
claimed. By the admissibility of filtered φ-module on Dcrys(V1), one finds that the
Newton slopes of it must be of form {m1×0, m2×λ} where m1+m2 = 2r holds,
and λ ∈ Q satisfies λm2 = 1. By Lemma 3.10, one finds that r|mi, i = 1, 2. So
m1
r
+ m2
r
= 2 and m2 6= 0. There are two cases to consider:
Case 1: m1 = 0. It implies that m2 = 2r and λ =
1
2r
.
Case 2: m1 6= 0. It implies that m1 = m2 = r and λ = 1r . 
4. Newton polygons of abelian varieties of Mumford’s type in
characteristic p
In this section we apply the previous results to study the Newton polygons of
abelian varieties of Mumford’s type. Let A be an abelian variety of Mumford’s
type defined over a number field K, and p a rational prime satisfying Assumption
2.2.
Lemma 4.1 (Noot, Proposition 2.1 [7]). A has potentially good reduction at all
places of K over p.
Proof. The proof is that of Noot in the case of Mumford’s example. Let us give
a sketch only: Let p be a place of K over p. Choose a rational prime l 6= p over
which F is inert. By Deligne’s absolute Hodge Proposition 2.9 [2], one has the
factorization of the Galois representation
ρl : GalK ′ → G(Ql)→ GL(H1et(A¯,Ql))
for a finite extension K ′ of K. This implies the tensor decomposition
ρl ⊗ Q¯l = (⊗di=1ρi)⊕2
ǫ(D)
.
Let v′ be a place of K ′ over v and IK ′,v′ the inertia group. The monodromy
theorem of Grothendieck implies that (ρl(γ) − id)2 = 0 for each γ ∈ IK ′,v′.
The factorization of ρl ⊗ Q¯l implies that over Q¯l the matrix ρl(γ) is conjugate
to (⊗di=1ρi(γ))⊕2ǫ(D). Now that l is inert in F , Gss(Ql) is simple, and hence
{ρi(γ)}1≤i≤d have the same indices. Then ρl(γ) = id, ∀γ ∈ IK ′,v′ , and by Serre-
Tate it has potentially good reduction. 
Let pK be a prime of K over p. By the above lemma we assume for simplicity
that A has the good reduction Ak at pK . Let KpK be the completion of K at pK ,
and ρ : GalKpK → GL(H1et(A¯,Qp)) the p-adic representation of the local Galois
group. For simplicity we write E = KpK and HQp = H
1
et(A¯,Qp). It is standard
that HQp is known to be a polarisable crystalline representation of Hodge-Tate
weights {0, 1}.
Proposition 4.2. Over an open subgroup GalE′ of GalE the representation ρ
admits a natural tensor decomposition:
HQp ≃ (VQp ⊗ UQp)⊕2
ǫ(D)
,
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where UQp is an unramified representation. Consequently, both VQp and UQp are
crystalline.
Proof. By Proposition 2.3 one has a tensor decomposition of ρ over an open
subgroup GalE′:
HQp ≃ (VQp ⊗ UQp)⊕2
ǫ(D)
.
Recall that over Qp, one has
CorF |Q(D)⊗Q Qp =
n∏
i=1
CorFi|Qp(D ⊗F Fi).
It induces the presentation of G(Qp) as a product:
G(Qp) = G1 ×G2,
where G1 corresponds to the GalQp-orbit containing τ andG2 the rest GalQp-orbits
(hence G2 may be trivial). By construction of V and U , it is clear that the pro-
jection of ρ(GalE′) to G1 (resp. G2)-factor acts on UQp (resp. VQp) trivially. Now
consider the Hodge-Tate cocharacter defined by the Hodge-Tate decomposition
of HQp:
µHT : Gm(Cp)→ G(Cp) = G1(Cp)×G2(Cp),
an the Hodge-de Rham cocharacter
µHdR : Gm(C)→ G(C)
associated to the Hodge decomposition of H1B(A(C),Q). Let CHdR (resp. CHT )
be the G(C) (resp. G(Cp))-conjugacy class of µHdR (resp. µHT ). Then CHdR is
defined over the reflex field of (G,X) which is τ(F ) ⊂ C. The point is that there
is a comparison (see Page 94 [8] and references therein):
CHT = CHdR ⊗F,τ Cp.
Here one uses
τ : F → Q¯ →֒ Q¯p ⊂ ˆ¯Qp = Cp.
Hence one deduces that the projection of µHT to the second factor G2 must be
trivial since it is away from the τ -factor. By S. Sen’s theorem (the Qp-Zariski
closure of µHT is equal to ρ(GalE′ur)), the projection to G2 of the inertia group
⊂ GalE′ under ρ is trivial. Thus UQp is an unramified representation and it is
then crystalline (cf. Proposition 7.12 [3]). As VQp ⊗UQp is a direct factor of HQp,
it is crystalline, and therefore VQp, that is a subobject of VQp ⊗UQp ⊗U∗Qp, is also
crystalline. 
The following result is known among experts. A variant of it was communicated
by L. Berger to the first named author during the p-adic Hodge theory workshop
in ICTP, 2009. The first official proof should appear in the Ph.D thesis of G. Di
Matteo (see also recent preprint [4]). Another proof has been communicated to
us by L. Xiao (see [10]).
Theorem 4.3. Let V and W be two Qpr-representations of GalE. If V ⊗Qpr W
is de Rham, and one of the tensor factors is Hodge-Tate, then each tensor factor
is de Rham.
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Applying Theorem 4.3 to the tensor factor VQp in Proposition 4.2, one obtains
the following
Proposition 4.4. Making an additional finite field extension E ′ ⊂ E ′′ if neces-
sary, one has a further decomposition of GalE′′-representation:
VQp ⊗Qpr ≃ V1 ⊗Qpr · · · ⊗Qpr Vr,
where GalE′′ acts on Qpr trivially and Vi is the σ
i−1-conjugate of V1. Then each
tensor factor Vi is potentially crystalline.
Proof. Assume r = 2 for simplicity. The above tensor decomposition implies the
tensor decomposition Cp-representations:
VQp ⊗Qp Cp ≃ (V1 ⊗Qp2 Cp)⊗Cp (V1,σ ⊗Qp2 Cp).
Since VQp is crystalline, it is Hodge-Tate. It implies that the Sen’s operator ΘV
of VQp is diagonalizable (over Cp). Let ΘV1 be the Sen’s operator of V1. It can be
written naturally as Θ1 ⊕ Θ1,σ where Θ1 is associated to V1 ⊗Q2p Cp and Θ1,σ to
V1,σ ⊗Q2p Cp. Thus one has
ΘV = Θ1 ⊗ id+ id⊗Θ1,σ.
It implies that Θ1 and Θ1,σ are diagonalizable. Now consider the eigenvalues
of them. For that we use the relation between the Hodge-Tate cocharacter and
the eigenvalues of the Sen’s operator: they are related by the maps log and
exp. Continue the argument about Hodge-Tate cocharacter in Proposition 4.2.
So let {τ = τ1, τ2} be the GalQp-orbit of τ . We can assume that in the above
decomposition the V1-factor corresponds to τ . It follows that the projection of
µHT to the V1,σ-factor is trivial. This implies that the eigenvalues of Θ1,σ are zero.
Particularly they are integral. So are those of Θ1. Hence ΘV1 is diagonalizable
with integral eigenvalues. So V1 is Hodge-Tate, and by Theorem 4.3 it is de
Rham. By the p-adic monodromy theorem, conjectured by Fontaine and firstly
proved by Berger (see [1]), it is potentially log crystalline. One shows further
that it is potentially crystalline. Let NV (resp. NV1) be the monodromy operator
of V (resp. V1). Then as before, one has the formulas:
NV1 = N1 +N1,σ, NV = N1 ⊗ id+ id⊗N1,σ.
Since V is crystalline, NV = 0. It implies that N1 = N1,σ = 0. Hence NV1 = 0
and V1 is potentially crystalline. 
Now we can prove the main result of the paper.
Theorem 4.5. Notation as above. Put p = pK ∩ OF and r = [Fp : Qp]. Then
the Newton polygon of Ak is either {2d+ǫ(D) × 12} (i.e. supersingular) or
{2d−r+ǫ(D) × 0, · · · , 2d−r+ǫ(D) ·
(
r
i
)
× i
r
, · · · , 2d−r+ǫ(D) × 1}.
Proof. The two decomposition results Proposition 4.2 and 4.4 show that the con-
dition of Theorem 3.15 is satisfied for a finite field extension of E. Note also that
the unramified representation UQp contributes only the multiplicity 2
d−r to the
Newton polygon. The theorem follows easily from Theorem 3.15. 
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The concluding paragraph discusses the existence of the possible Newton poly-
gons. For the example of Mumford, the existence result was established by Noot
(cf. §3-5 [8]) by studying the reductions of CM points in a Mumford’s family. As
a byproduct he has also obtained a classification of CM points in this case. There
are divided into two cases: Let F ⊂ L be a maximal subfield of D. Then L can
either be written as E ⊗Q F (E is necessary an imaginary quadratic extension of
Q) or not. To our purpose one finds the latter case generalizes, and the resulting
generalization gives the necessary existence result. More precisely, Proposition
5.2 in loc. cit. provides the maximal subfields in D of the second case with the
following freedom: Let p be a prime of F over p. Then L can be so chosen that p
is split or inert in L. Secondly, Lemma 3.5 and Proposition 3.7 in loc. cit. work
verbatim for a general D: Only one point shall be taken care of when the rational
number b associated to D is not a square. In this case, one adds the multiplicity
two to the constructions appeared therein. This step gives us an isogeny class of
CM abelian varieties of Mumford’s type. Finally the proof of Proposition 4.4, or
rather the method of computing the Newton polygon for a CM abelian variety
modulo a prime works in general. Thus one can safely conclude the existence
result in the general case.
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